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Given a single loop nonlinear control system. The problem of constructing 
a dither signal in order to obtain a desired equivalent nonlinearity is considered. 
It is assumed that the nonlinearity may be described by a kth order polynomial. 
For this case it is shown that in general k different levels for the dither signal 
are necessary. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper by this author [l] a technique was provided for analyz- 
ing stability of nonlinear systems with a dither input. The system was 
described by 12 nonlinear differential equations 
3i =f(x, t, u) 
and was defined as the original system. The relaxed system without dither 
was introduced 
(2) 
where m was the number of levels of the dither signal. Stability of the relaxed 
system provided information on stability of the original system with dither 
input. It was demonstrated for a system with one nonlinearity that the effect 
of the dither was to modify the nonlinearity of the original system. 
In this paper a closed loop system with one nonlinearity is considered 
whose input is a linear combination of the control and the output. It is 
assumed that the nonlinearity may be described by a polynomial of order k. 
With dither, the equivalent nonlinearity may also be described by a poly- 
nomial of order k. The question that arises is: How should we construct the 
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dither so that we get the largest set of equivalent nonlinearities ? Thus, we 
would have the greatest choice in selecting an equivalent nonlinearity. 
In order to construct the dither signal, m nonlinear equations should be 
solved and a solution may or may not exist for this problem. 
The main result in this paper is that k levels should be selected for the 
dither signal, where k is the order of the nonlinearity, thus m = k. 
If k levels for the dither or k (11’s in Eq. (2) are used, the largest set of 
equivalent nonlinearities is obtained. If a larger number of levels than k is 
used, the set of equivalent nonlinearities remains unchanged. Thus, if a 
solution for the equivalent nonlinearity does not exist for k levels of the dither, 
a solution would not exist for a number of levels larger than k. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider the system of equations 
3i = k(x, t) + bg(u - x1) = f(x, t, 24) 
with initial conditions 
x(O) = x0 , 
where x is an n-vector 
(3) 
(4) 
h(x, t) is an n-vector nonlinear function of x and t, g is a scalar nonlinear 
function of the difference (U - xr), and 
6 = (0, 0 ,...) 0, 1). 
u(t) is a dither signal of m levels, belonging to a class U. 
It can be shown [l] that the nonlinear system with the dither input is 
equivalent in the limit, when the dither frequency goes to infinity, to the 
system without dither with a modified equivalent nonlinearity. It is desired to 
find the necessary number of levels in the dither signal that will give the 
largest class of equivalent nonlinearities. We shall make the following con- 
tinuity and boundedness assumptions, as made by Warga [2]. There exists 
an open set V in Euclidean n-space E, , a closed set A C V, and for all u in U 
and 0 & t < T, the following conditions hold: 
(I) f(x, t, U) is continuous in t uniformly in x and u for all x in V, 
(II) IIf(x, t, u) - f(y, t, 411 < k II x - y II for all x, y, in V, where 
double bars indicate Euclidean norm; 
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(III) there exists a positive constant M such that \\f(~, t, u)II < M for 
all x in V; 
(IV) f(x, t, U) is continuous in (x, t) uniformly in u for all x in A; and 
(V) f(X, t, u) is continuous in u for all x in v’. 
3. THE RELAXED SYSTEM 
The problem stated above will be called the original problem. Define the 
relaxed system of equations 
where ui(t) E U and ai satisfy 
with the same initial conditions as for the original problem, 
G!l(O) = x0 . (6) 
The scalar controls a+(t) and u#(t), i = l,..., m, are given to our choice. We 
seek a relationship between the original system and the relaxed system. The 
relationship is presented here and is based on the following theorem by 
Warga. 
THEOREM (Warga [2]). If the vector function f(x, t, u) satisJies conditions 
I-V stated above, then every absolutely continuous curve x&t) satisfying Eqs. 
(5) and (6) is th e uniform limit of curves xN(t), N = 1, 2,..., satisfying the 
dz@rential equations (3) and (4) and such that ~~(0) = x(O), N = 1, 2,.... 
An algorithm for construction of the sequence xN(t) follows. 
4. ALGORITHM FOR CONSTRUCTING THE DITHER CONTROL 
The algorithm used in this work is similar to the one given by Gamkrelidze 
[3] and is described here. 
The control for the original problem is constructed as follows. Divide the 
time interval [0, T] into an arbitrary number N of equal subintervals. 
Denote the beginning of the first interval by to , the end of the first interval 
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by tl , then end of the second interval by t, , and the end of the Nth interval 
by try . Every interval [t, , t,+J is divided into m subintervals; the length 
of the jth subinterval shall be aj(tk) [t,,, - tk] for j = l,..., m. At the jth 
subinterval, the control z+(t,) is applied. As N approaches infinity, the 
trajectory described by the original system will approach the trajectory of 
the relaxed system. 
5. THE NECESSARY NUMBER OF LEVELS FOR THE DITHER SIGNAL 
The nonlinear system with the dither input is equivalent, in the limit, to 
the system without dither with an equivalent nonlinearity. In this section we 
find the necessary number of levels in the dither signal that will give the 
largest class of equivalent nonlinearities. 
Denote y = - x1, then Eq. (3) becomes 
ff = 4% 4 + @(u + Y), (7) 
and the nonlinearity of the relaxed system from Eq. (5) is 
where 01~ and ui are, for simplicity, assumed to be constants. 
Assume the nonlinearity may be described by a polynomial of order k 
Define 
g(0) = & + ak-pk-l + 1.. + al0 + a, . 
g&) g J dw). 
/! --i-w’ j = 0, I,..., k. 
Thus, using Eq. (lo), Eq. (8) becomes 
(11) 
note that g,(uJ = 1. 
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Equation (11) can be written as 
.!?*(% 9 % > Y) = [%gO(%) + “2&!d”2) + *‘* + %ngd”m)I 
+ [%gl(ul) + %?g,(u,) + .*. + %&41 Y 
+ il%g2(%) + a2g2b2) + .*- + %&(~m)l Y2 + *-. (12) 
-t [Wk(%) + “zg,(u,) + **. + %d&%Jl Y” 
= f yj f cLigj(ui). 
j=O i=l 
The nonlinearity of the relaxed system is determined by the coefficients of 
the polynomial in Eq. (12). Thus, if it is desired that the equivalent non- 
linearity will be described by a specific polynomial of order k with coefficients 
Ui ) i = 0, 1,GS.y k - 1, the following set of k nonlinear equations should 
simultaneously be satisfied. 
“1go(u,) + ~2go(u2) + ... + %gohn) == a0 
Wl(4 + %?g,(u,) + ” + %n&bm) = a1 
Q%(u,) + ayBg,(u,) + ... + %g2hlJ = a, 
Wk-l@l) + ~,gk-l(%) + ... + %d?k-l(%) = $1 
or in compact form 
Fl aigj(Ui) = CZ~; j = 0, l,..., k - 1, (13) 
where aj , j = 0, I,..., k - 1, are arbitrarily selected constants. The k non- 
linear equations of (13) should be solved with the constraints. 
In general, a solution may or may not exist for Eq. (13). 
Define by A,, I = 1, 2 ,..., a subspace of Ek as follows: A, is the set 
containing all aj that satisfy Eq. (13), when wz = 1. Thus, 
Al = {go(4, g&),..., g,-,(u): 24 E u> 
and A, C A, C A, C ... C A, C ... . It is desired to find m, such that 
A, = Amfl = Am+2 = ... . 
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We define the set G to be the convex hull of the set A, . It is known [2] that in 
order to get the convex hull G of the set A,, k 0~‘s are necessary. The number 
of necessary CL’S is the same as the number of nonlinear equations in (13) and 
is the same as the degree of the polynomial that describes the nonlinearity 
of the system. If a larger number of a’s is used the same set G is obtained. 
Note that if the set U is not connected, one additional 01 should be used, in 
order to get the convex hull of A, . 
6. EXAMPLE 
In the following example we specify the desired equivalent nonlinearity. 
The original nonlinearity is described by a polynomial of degree 3. The set U 
is disconnected and we demonstrate that four 01’s are necessary to get the 
desired equivalent nonlinearity. Assume 
then 
g(u)=a3+a2+o+ 1, (14) 
g(u + Y> = Y3 + g2(4 Y” + g1(4 Y + M47 (15) 
where, from Eq. (lo), 
g&)=U3+U2+U+1, (16) 
gJu> =3ua+2u+ 1, (17) 
g2(u) = 3u + 1. W-9 
Assume the set U consists of the four points: u = 0, u = 2, u = -3, 
and u = 3. In this case by selecting a certain u from the set U a corresponding 
nonlinearity results; altogether four different polynomials of degree 3. It 
should be realized that by using dither it is possible to obtain more equivalent 
nonlinearities. 
It is possible to view the points (g,,(u), gr(u), g2(u)), u E U in three dimen- 
sional space. Thus, for four different values of u we get four points. By using 
dither it is possible to get any point within the volume defined by the convex 
hull of the four points. 
From Eqs. (16), (17), and (18) we get 
k%(o) = 1 &m = 15 g,(-3) = -20 
au9 = 1 g,(2) = 17 g,(-3) = 22 
g,(O) = 1 g2(2) = 7 g,(-3) = -8 
i%(3) = 40 
g,(3) = 34 (19) 
g,(3) = 10 
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We specify that the equivalent nonlinearity shall be 
&a(U) = CT3 + au, (20) 
where a is yet unspecified. We shall find all possible a’s that we can obtain 
by using dither. Note that the square term and the free term do not appear in 
the desired equivalent nonlinearity. Consequently, we get the following four 
equations to be solved. 
~l+a2+cf3+a4=1, 
wo(3) + ~280(- 3) + %&(2) + ~4&@) = 07 
(21) 
w,(3) + a2g1(- 3) + %&T,(2) + 01qg1(0) = 4 
%2(3) + &282(- 3) + %i?2(2) + ~4g2(0> = 0. 
The solution of (21) using Eq. (19) is 
360 
01’ = 4860 ’ 
108~ + 108 
012 = 4860 ’ 
162a - 1188 
018 = 4860 ’ 
a4 = -270u+ 5580 
4860 . 
(22) 
Since 0~~ should satisfy 0 < 01~ < 1 we obtain from Eq. (22) an admissible 
interval for u 
7.34 < a < 20.6. (23) 
The value a = 7.34 may be obtained by using only three 01’s and II = 0, 
u = -3, and u = 3, while the value of a = 20.6 may also be obtained by 
using only three (Y’S and u = 2, u = -3 and u = 3. 
Consider now the following nonlinear system 
Xl = x2, (24) 
5% = 10x1 - 2x2 + (24 - Xl)" + (u - x1)2 + (u _ x1) + 1* (25) 
Using three 01’s we select an equivalent nonlinearity to be 
- Xl3 - ax, . 
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Thus, the relaxed system becomes 
Xl = x2 , (26) 
f, = 10x1 - 2x, - Xl3 - ax, . (27) 
Consider the linearized system of (26) and (27) 
Xl = x2, (28) 
ff, = -2x, - (u - 10) Xi. (29) 
We first limit ourselves to three 01’s. For a = 7.34 the linearized system is 
unstable. For a = 20.6 we obtain 
i + 23i” + 10.6 = 0 
with an unsatisfactory damping factor of 5 = 0.3. 
Suppose a damping factor of 5 = 0.707 is desired for the linearized system 
(28), (29). This means a = 12 is necessary. This value for a can be achieved 
with four (Y’s. A dither signal of four levels is necessary. For this case 
a1 = 0.074, 
a2 = 0.290, 
a3 = 0.156, 
z4 = 0.480, 
u1 = 3, 
u2 = -3, 
u3 = 2, 
u, = 0. 
With these values of al’s and U’S the relaxed system is globally asymptotic- 
ally stable and the relaxed linearized system has a damping factor of 5 = 0.707. 
The response of the original system with the corresponding dither signal 
constructed using the algorithm, and for the same initial conditions is guar- 
anteed to be as close as desired to the response of the relaxed system. It was 
shown in [l] that the original system for this case would be contractively 
stable in finite time. 
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